Flight Dispatcher
Course

If you are considering a career as a Flight Dispatcher,
FSTC Europe will provide you with the required training.
The duties of a Flight Dispatcher is to responsibly plan an
aircraft’s flight path, taking into consideration the
performance and load of the aircraft, weather conditions, fuel
requirements as well as possible risks. The Flight Dispatcher
has the authority to delay or even cancel flights to ensure the
safety of each flight.

Theoretical Training
Theoretical knowledge instruction that meets the requirements of ICAO
and covers topics of the ATPL theory, provided by experienced
instructors (flight dispatchers and subject matter experts).
Civil Air Law and Regulation
Aviation Indoctrination
Aircraft Mass and Performance
Navigation
Air Traffic management
Meteorology
Mass and Balance Control
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air
Flight Planning
Flight Monitoring
Communications – Radio
Human Factors
Security (Emergencies / Abnormal Situations)

Practical Training
FSTC Europe in cooperation with aircraft operators provides 28 Hours
(4 days) practical training after the end of the theoretical lessons where
the trainees under the supervision of flight dispatcher instructors are
getting realistic on job training.

FDC 1
(for trainees without previous aviation experience)
In case that the trainee does not have any aviation
background, a full lecture of all the required courses is
mandatory.

Training Hours: 285 / 55 Training Days
Total period of stay : 64 Days
FDC 2
(for trainees with previous aviation experience)
In case that the trainee has worked in an aviation
environment and taking into consideration that he / she is
already aware of the theoretical training fundamentals,
less training hours are required.

Training Hours: 169 / 35 Training Days
Total period of stay : 43 Days

Course Requirements
Be at least 20 years old
Have very good knowledge of the English language.
Have good knowledge of basic Mathematics and Physics.
Previous aviation experience is not required but it is an advantage

Additional Training Information
The entire flight dispatcher training takes place in FSTC Europe Headquarters
in Athens, Greece.
All the classrooms are equipped with individual desktops in a friendly
environment.
During your training, you will be staying in either a 350 square meter villa just 5
minutes away from our premises or in a seaside hotel just 15 minutes away.
Your transportation throughout the training is offered by FSTC Europe.
Full board services are also offered during your training with us.
FSTC Europe will provide you with a pilot's bag with all basic
study materials and piloting essentials including:
The complete Oxford Aviation study pack
CAA/NATS 1:500 000 Chart of your choice
Pilot's Flying Logbook
Flight Computer
Student Kneeboard
Gear Flight Bag
Navigation Ruler
Navigation Round Protractor

Contact us regarding the upcoming dates and offers
E: sales@fstc.eu / T: +30 210 5563339

